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LaRouche Delivers State of the Union Address

'To Solve Crisis, We Must Think as Citizens'
Presidential candidate Lyndon H.
LaRouche, Jr. reviews globalfinancial
collapse during State ofthe Union address.
about saving this President,in his func
tion as a sitting President, but also save
the nation from the follies he might
tend to commit without good advice,
and good pressures. We must ...start
from a non-partisan view of this mat
ter-to re-educate and steer a disorient
ed and incapable President,to become a
successful President. Not for the pur
pose of re-electing him; but for the pur
pose of saving the nation. And I think
we can find someone to replace him
after that."
In a stunning counterpoint to Bush's
sabre-rattling against Iraq in his later
State of the Union, LaRouche warned
that an I raq war, while still not
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international media; and others. About

Administration would be the "detona

and economic catastrophe, Democratic
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tor " of a world-wide war, "the same
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kind of foolishness which we saw in the

LaRouche,in a two-and-one-half-hour

attended.

State of the Union address Jan.28,out
lined a direct path out of the crisis
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Let Us Save the Nation

-just hours before President George

"At the present moment, we're on the

W. Bush was to give his State of the

verge of-or actually in the process of

first two World Wars, ... and in the
Depression," adding, "This must be
stopped,now!"
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world.
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A 'Unique Nation'
"But there's another aspect to the Unit
ed States," LaRouche observed. The
American Republic is unique; it is an
historical exception, "the first and only
true republic conceived in modern histo
ry," and it is the legacy of that America,
which continues to provide for our
nation a residue of good will in every
part of the world. "The influence that I
have in the world at large, is because it's
recognized in leading circles in many
parts of the world, that I represent that
United States; that United States which
has great credit throughout this planet; a
great credit to which most nations
would respond happily, were I sitting in
the White House today. Were I in the
White House today, this country would
suddenly be overrun by friends. Some of

Lyndon LaRouche, accompanied by Mrs. LaRouche, lectures at the University of Jaipur.

the friends who tend to hate us right
now."
Critical Areas
The bulk of LaRouche's address was
devoted to elaborating four critical

In India, LaRouches Call for
Infrastructure Development

areas: the causes and nature of the pre
sent economic crisis; the emergency
recovery measures which must be taken
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The full webca st ca n be fo u n d at
www.larouchein2004.com.
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